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TrumpetNet, 7 June 2004

Subject: Venus, the Sun & the Torch.
Dear Saints
The month of June 2004 (named after Juno, the Roman Queen of Heaven) is an extremely important one on the occult calendar. This calls for wisdom, discernment and much
prayer:
1. We have two 666 dates (6/6/2004 or 9/6/2004).
2. Venus passes in front of the sun (8/6/2004).
3. The latest Harry Potter movie gets released (11/6/2004).
4. The Olympic Torch arrives in Cape Town (12/6/2004).
5. The Southern Hemisphere winter solstice occurs (21/6/2004).
6. Just preceding June, former pres. Jean-Bertrand Aristide arrived in SA (31/5/2004).
1. The date 6/6/2004, in numerology, equates to 666, since 2 + 0 + 0 + 4 = 6. Also, as is the custom in occult symbolism, the ﬁrst 6 can be turned upside down, so that the date
9/6/2004 has the same meaning. This will also be the case during September this year (in other words, the dates 6/9/2004 and 9/9/2004 also apply). POWER DAYS IN THE OCCULT.
2. On Tuesday, 8 June 2004, the planet Venus will pass in front of the sun (as seen from the earth). In occult, Illuminati and New World Order circles this is regarded as an
extremely signiﬁcant phenomenon: The sun represents the male aspect of creation, whilst Venus represents the female. Venus' passing in front of the sun represents the sexual
union of these two principal ancient gods - a continuous theme in the occult - with a resultant spiritual fruit: The counterfeit Messiah. A VERY RARE HIGH DAY - FOR SPECIAL
OCCURANCES AND DEMONIC BIRTHS IN THE SPIRIT WORLD.
3. Last year, on 21/6/2003 (the solstice) the latest Harry Potter BOOK (HP and the order of the Phoenix) had been released worldwide. This year, on 11/6/2004, the latest Harry
Potter MOVIE (HP and the prisoner of Azkaban) gets released at the Waterfront. ANOTHER WAVE OF WITCHCRAFT TRAINING HITTING THE YOUNG GENERATION.
4. On 12/6/2004 the Olympic ﬂame will arrive in Cape Town, after the Cape Town mayor had received it from her counterpart in Cairo, Egypt. The ceremonies will culminate at the
Grand Parade, where an Olympic Cauldron will be lighted with the ﬂame. Thereafter, the mayor of Rio de Janeiro will receive it. Earlier, we've published an article on the Olympic
Flame, by Gerda Leitgöb, on this network. A GATE OPENED TOWARDS SOUTHERN AFRICA FOR THE ANCIENT GREEK GODS AND DEITIES, LIKE ZEUS AND ATHENA.
5. On 21/6/2004 the Southern Hemisphere has its winter solstice, and the Northern Hemisphere its summer solstice. These are very important annual dates on the occult calendar
- days of "great power." AN OCCULT DAY OF SPECIAL POWER.
6. Former pres. Jean-Bertrand Aristide of Haïti arrived in SA on 31/5/2004, and was welcomed on the Johannesburg airport by pres. Thabo Mbeki. Haïti, under Aristide's rule, was
rededicated to the voodoo gods. Empowered by these gods, Aristide ruled with an iron hand and committed horrible atrocities. Aristide, a former Catholic priest, led a church
service in St. Michaels Anglican Church in Alexandra, Johannesburg on 6/6/2004 (666). His sermon was from the book of Hebrews. A GATE OPENDED INTO THE VERY HEART OF THE
CHURCH, FOR VOODOO (WITCHCRAFT) SPIRITS.
Below please ﬁnd an article by Jane Fenemore regarding these events.

Yours in Christ
Eben Swart

On 8th June, and I quote from the Planetarium news letter and the article in the Scientiﬁc American “from SUNRISE until 1.30 p.m. on Tuesday 8th June. The planet Venus will be
seen as a small dark disc moving across the disc of the sun. This is the TRANSIT OF VENUS. It is a rare event, no living person has seen this. It has only been seen ﬁve times before,
the last one on Dec. 6 1882. The next transit will be in 2012 and then again in 2117 and in 2125. The transits take place in pairs eight years apart because Venus takes 224.7 days
to travel around the sun. 13 Venusian years equal 8 earth years. A telescope will be set up in front of the S.A.Museum with staﬀ in attendance for people to view the phenomenon.
In history, such transits of Venus, when observed from different locations on earth were used to determine the scale of the solar system, now this is done by spacecraft. Many
dispatched expeditions to measure the timings of the transit Venus, the most important being the first voyage of Captain James Cook to the Pacific to observe the transit of 1761,
where Point Venus in Tahiti still bears the name. The transit of Venus occurs in pairs and has 4 contact points during the transit, the first and second at ingress and the third and
fourth at egress. In transits of Venus the DESCENDING NODE is on 8th June 2004 and the ASCENDING NODE on 8 December 2004.
I looked up the meaning of Nodes.
It means the two points at which an orbital plane of a celestial body crosses a refence plane or an intersecting point. When a body such as the moon or planet crosses the
reference plane from the south to north it passes through the ascending node when it crosses from north to south it is the descending node..
TRANSIT means a crossing over, conveying or being conveyed, a passage or route,. In Latin it also means a contagion or infection.
This morning the Lord began to talk to me about the significance of the number 8. the 8th June. Eight is the number of a new cycle, the symbol for infinity in Greek. It is the
number of resurrection, the number of Jesus and the New Testament. But also the number of the cardinal points and the pointers on the weather vane of the tower of winds in
Athens( link to the Olympics which is interesting). In African belief it is the number which completes the grand total, the key to creation 4+4=8 the number of genius, the oldest
ancestor.( link to ancestor worship).8 was the ancient symbol of Venus.
I felt this event and timing was significant, Tuesday 8th.
Amanda Buys spoke on Sunday evening about the Olympic flame arriving here on the Saturday 12 June. Cape Town mayor NOMAINDIA MFEKETO will leave for Egypt on
Thursday 6th June to receive the Olympic torch from the mayor of Cairo. (one of the optimum places for viewing the transit of Venus is from Luxor, the pyramids.).The torch is on
th
a global journey and Mfeketo will bring it back to Cape town on Saturday 12 . Several celebrities will take part in a torch relay race all round the peninsula. Lucas Radebe will
carry the torch on its final leg to the Grand Parade where an OLYMPIC CAULDRON will be lit at 7pm( the cauldron is a symbol of witchcraft and of the queen of heaven. To those
who were at Ebens camp at Franschoek Cerridwens cauldron.) Then Mayor Mfeketo will pass the torch to the mayor of Rio de Janeiro. This in itself is significant for on the
Newlands Day of Prayer the Spiritual Highway to Egypt was established in prayer for the first time. Mfeketo is going from Cape town on Thursday and coming back from Cairo to
Cape Town on Saturday. Is this a way of the enemy trying to reestablish the Rhodes connection from Cape Town to Cairo and trying to blot out the work of the prayers?
She leaves on the 6th . Six is the number of sin in the book of Revelation. The number of Nero, the number the star of David , the seal of Solomon, number of the antichrist 666,
the beast on which the woman rides, but 6 was dedicated to VENUS Aphrodite goddess of physical love, the hexagram 2 x 3= 6 and in this shape in Hindu terms represents the
sexual act.
Also significant.12 th June. It is the number of the tribes of Israel, the twelve apostles,( the twelve apostles the mountains in cape Town) .There are twelve foundations in the
heavenly Jerusalem and its twelve gates. Jacob had twelve sons, the tree of life bore twelve fruits, the woman clothed with the sun has twelve stars around her head,( the
European union symbol), but in African thinking the sound wave which dominated the genesis of things by forming a cosmic egg before the separation of heaven and earth was
the marriage of 4 & 3 producing 12 forming the cosmic egg by the spiral movement and the sound wave. There are 12 signs in the Zodiac.
The Number 7 , the time when they light the cauldron at 7pm, is also significant . There are 7 days in the week, 7 planets,& was the ancient Egyptian number symbol of eternal
life. It symbolized the dynamic perfection of a complete cycle ( could there be a link here to Mfeketo’s round trip to Cape Town.) It was the number of the worship of Apollo the
sun god, and ceremonies to him were held on the 7th day of the month. In Islam” all things are seven, because all things possess their own individuality and 6 facets. There were 7
spirits of the churches, the 7 branches of the candlestick, the 7 th year was the year of liberty for the slaves where the slates were wiped clean. Jericho was captured after they
walked around the walls 7 times, Elisha sneezed 7 times and the child was healed, the 7 fat & 7 lean kine etc. It is also the 7 heads of the “beast”
th
On the Friday 11 June the new Harry Potter Movie opens at the Waterfront called “ the Prisoner of Azkaban.” Advertised as “something wicked comes this way.”
A whole new level of witchcraft being released over our children. Again the number is significant. 11, the symbolic number of the twin towers, and the Sept. 11 disaster. Eleven is
one of the principal keys of black occultism and when Venus passes over the Sun it is called an occultation. It is the number of internal conflict, discord, excess, violence,
promiscuity, aberration, law breaking, and human sin. It is linked to woman for women have eleven body openings and to birthing as it is believed the semen takes 11 days to
fertilise the ovum. Augustine called 11 the “ Blazon of sin” In the transit of Venus when Venus comes in contact with the Sun ” the limbs of the two bodies appear to cling
together, this is called the black drop effect.” Last week Eben spoke of the statue in Strasbourg where the limbs appear to be together. Is there a link.?
There is also a form of magic called CONTAGIOUS MAGIC.( going back to the meaning of the word transit in Latin meaning contagion) It is the sort of magic that exerts
influences to cause harm, using body parts, black magic. Could there be a link to the “contagion” of the transit of Venus and the cauldron being lit right in the city bowl, a bowl
can be a form of cauldron .
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All this is happening within 5 days form the 8 – 12 June, if you count the 8 as a day..
5 is the number of marriage, the Pythagorian “nuptial number”.the Number governing sacred marriages between the “principals of heaven and mother earth”. In hermeticism
the five pointed star and the five petalled flower in the centre of a cross comprising the four elements, form the rose cross symbol of Rosicrusionism. The rose is the flower of
Venus, a.symbol of the sun and dawn and a symbol of the virgin mary ‘ the sinless rose without thorns’ The Queen of Heaven.
The 5 is also the number of the heart.
4 days between the 8th and 12th. Four is the number of the cross and the square.the four seasons, four cardinal points, four elements, four winds, in the book of Rev. there are four
living creatures, the four horsemen of the plagues, the four rivers of paradise, the four letters of the name of god YHVH, the four camps for the twelve tribes, the four walls of the
heavenly Jerusalem.
Venus was a Morning Star as well as an Evening star. The month of June named is after her as Juno. She was worshipped as Ishtar, Istahar, Astarte, Diana, Urania, Coelestis in
Syria, Isis of Egypt, Bellona, Aphrodite, Minerva of the Greeks and Athena ( after whom Athens was named, where the Olympics are being held.) Cybele, Semiramis, Demeter, Ma
and Rhea.Ashtoreth and Ahtaroth. She was the ancient moon diety. When she passes in front of the sun she becomes the black moon symbolic of her dark side Hecate and the
powers of witchcraft. According to my book on symbolism the black moon gives access to the “straight gate which opens upon such release and such light. The light that gives
darkness.”
The RADIANT AND BRILLIANT MORNING STAR is the name of JESUS. 2 Peter 1.19 “ and we have a prophetic word made firmer still. You will do well to apply close attention
to it as to a lamp shining in a dark, squalid dark place, until the day breaks through the gloom and the MORNING STAR rises and comes into your hearts.” ( Link to the heart and
the number five)
Numbers 24. 17, ‘ I see Him but not now, I behold Him , but He is not near, A STAR shall come forth out of Jacob and a scepter shall rise out of ISRAEL and shall crush all the
corners of Moab and break down all the sons of Sheth . Matt 2.2 Rom. 15. 12. It is also and an epithet of Lucifer as the Morning Star/ Venus ISAIAH 14. 12.
In Hebrew it means “ light bringer” ( the connection with the light/torch coming from Greece the “ light/ flame of Zeus.”) It is a name of Jesus but also the name of Satan.
For those who don’t know on March 25, 2004.( the day dedicated to the queen of heaven) the flame of the Olympic Games of Athens was lit through a pagan ceremony . The
flame ignited by the sun is dedicated to the ancient Greek God Zeus, by priestesses of Hera.. The ritual that ignited the flame was held at an altar where sacrifices were made to
Hera the “queen of heaven”. Zeus is not merely a Greek myth but presently the spiritual world ruler in the heavenly realm who keeps Europe blind to the Light of the Gospel of
Jesus. His name by which Daniel called him was the “Prince of Greece.” His new testament name is given by Jesus in Revelations 2. 20. 26. as JEZEBEL. This word came from
George Markakis / founder of Generals of Greece.
The spiritual agenda behind the sport of the Olympics is quite another matter. It is interesting the Lord showed me the Greeks are also called Hellenes. Helen as in Helen of Troy
- the movie out at the moment - means a “ torch, a bright light.“
In Herbrew/Aramaic ABHEDH NEGHGO is an intentional corruption of the Babylonian god NEBO was also the “ morning star” It means “servant of Nebo.”
It also meant the goddess ISHTAR called by Babylonians the” Morning star” or “perfect light”
ABEDNEGO means “ servant of “ISHTAR” the name of one of Daniels companions flung into the firey furnace by Nebuchadnezzer. Dan. 1.7. It was from Mt. Nebo that the Lord
showed Moses the promised land. Deut. 32. 49.
Ishtar,Venus or Star was known as Cybele among the Persians and as” Mater dea” “Mother of God” or “ Mother goddess.” Her image was brought from Pergamum to Rome and a
temple built to her honour. This done in the year 204b.c.
In Rev. 2. 13-14 Yahuaeh warned us about Pergamum “ where Satan’s throne is” and those who “ hold the doctrine of Balaam.” It was well known that Pergamum was the centre
of many cults that worshipped the host of heaven –Zeus, Athena, Dionysius, Asclepius and Cybele before her image was taken to Rome. The very seat of Satan, Zeus was also
taken from Pergamum by Kaiser Wilhem and rebuilt and is now in Berlin. The home of the 1936 Olympics and Hitlers flame - the flame of the sun god Zeus.
Is it a coincidence that Rick Joyner arrives here next month whose ministry is called Morning Star?
For those who saw the Passion of Christ, the actress who played Mary was called Maia Morgenstern which means “Morning Star” in German.
You can ponder on that one?
The Estira/ Istahar of Babylon after whom the New Age movement, Est, took its name. It was to her as Oestre/ easter that the Holy fire of the Paschal candles are lit. On the
Planet Venus there are two main areas one called ISHTAR land and the other APHRODITE land - both are names of the Queen of Heaven who is also Hera.
I went into such a travail this morning and had such a urgency from the Lord to shout out a wake up call to the intercessors to begin to pray and fast as never before. I had such a
sense of a gateway being opened and there was no one awake to shut it. It was the Ishtar gate that the Israelites went through into captivity. The same gate was taken from
Babylon by Kaiser Wilhem and rebuilt tile by tile also in Berlin where Hitler held the 1936 Olympics. This flame of Zeus came from Hitler to South Africa with Robey Leibrandt
for the Ossewa Brandwag.. Please pray and fast as never before and ask the Lord to guide us.
Pray that no counterfeit Morning Star will be able to land here, no counterfeit light will be able to fill this land, that the true MORNING STAR YAHUSHUA, our beloved Lord will
bring His light into all this darkness and the darkness will have to go. Prophecy Isaiah 14 against the powers of darkness.
It was interesting that just last weekend at the intercessors camp at Manyano, Paarl on the Sunday morning as we prayed over the children the prophetic word came that the
Lord was giving each of them an torch and he said “ Run, run, run with them” and at that time Brenda was in such travail for the children. On the Sunday evening at Bethel
Amanda was teaching about the Olympic flame and twice she prophesied that the Lord was releasing torches and we were to run with them. As she spoke I really felt the Lord
say that even as the enemy was releasing his Olympic athletes, so too was the Lord. He was not only releasing the Joshua generation that will run with the truth but also those
who have been in intense training with the lord in the secret place and are now about to be released to be the forerunners of His Kingdom..
I sense SUCH an urgency in the spirit.
The Lord just keeps taking me back to DEUT . 31 and to the song of Moses in Deut. 32. and Ps 121.
Much love
Jane Fenemore
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